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Report to Offshore Method Lead Draw up a general engineering schedule as stip ulated by

the contract to be revised by the Project Identify technical problems and make the necessary

technical decisions within the limitations imposed by contractual requirements Draw up

definitions and detailed specificati ons of tasks and sub-tasks or supervise their drafting by

other resources if requested Define the materials or services to be purchased for engineering

tasks within the allocated resource budget, in conjunction with his direct responsible

Approve all the technical design necessary for the purchase and/or construction of products

to be supplied to the Client Participate to meetings to examine and, if necessary, audit the

technical design, and take part in technical examinations with the Client. Cost and scheduling

decisions which influence contractual obligations or other functions must be approved by the

Project Engineer (if any) and communicated to the Engineering Manager and Project

Manager Notify his direct responsible and the Project Manager of any problems occurring

with any other engineering areas Perform all the engineering verifications and calculations

necessary for the methodology to be implemented Supervise and verify the drafting

describing the methodology to be implemented Summarise and clarify in a manual all

methodology activities, clearly identifying the show stoppers (if any). Transfer inside the

manual all useful data derived by analyses performed by others Ensure that the operation people

on board of the vessel receive all useful data in form o f reports, manuals, drawings Follow up

activities offshore or in any construction place deemed necessary by the project All the

above activities could be performed with different level of deepness for Project or Bid

assistance performance 
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